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HIDDEN CITY
“An exciting and compulsively readable work about a teen’s empowerment.” ~

Kirkus Reviews

READER’S CHOICE
AWARD NOMINEE!
HARDCOVER is OUT! PAPERBACK,
EBOOK or AUDIOBOOK formats available
from B&N, bookshop.org, Books-A-Million,
Ingram, OverDrive, Audible & Amazon,
Baker & Taylor and jsfurlong.com.

Praise for Hidden City
“A witty, refreshing page-turner!”
~ Amber Duell, Bestselling author of
Fragile Chaos
“A smart, sassy, strong heroine who I
cheered for in this Buffy meets The
Queen’s Gambit meets Anne Rice
gothic.” ~C.L. Walters, author of The
Cantos Chronicles
“Exciting and fast-paced! A secret,
dangerous world.” ~Ashely W., Middle
School Librarian

“An exciting new story world with hidden depths.”
~Jay Bushman
Emmy winning writer of the Lizzie Bennet Diaries

Author J.S. Furlong is a writer, producer and
actor. She is a former homeschool chess
club coach, current mom of four teenagers,
and has a soft spot for both New York City
and Richmond, VA. Hidden City is her debut
novel. Full bio at jsfurlong.com

When teenage chess champion Stacy Goldman’s family ees
NYC in the wake of 9/11, she lands in Richmond, VA, a city with
a secret. A city that drawn her into its supernatural subculture
threats, challenges and and a vampire’s quest for power.
Everything logical Stacy believes she can prove doesn’t exist. . .

CLICK TO WATCH THE BOOK TRAILER!
info@mpcpublishing.com
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Teacher & Reader
Reviews
“An engaging, fast-paced, fun read.
You will not want to put Hidden City
down. As a parent and high school
teacher, I recommend this book!”
Brian H. in CT
“Relatable characters, scary monsters
(both human and not-so-much), intense
battles, sharp dialog, and most
importantly, a story that leaves the
reader wanting more. I even laughed
out loud a few times!.”
Robyn D. in VA
“I work with high school students and
was happy to have something to
recommend to them that is
contemporary, as well as available as an
audiobook.“
Dawn D. in SC
“The story drew me in, and the main
character was easy to relate to and
very funny.”
Celeste G. Age 13
“It's rare to nd an author that is an
equally talented narrator. Furlong hits the
mark dead center.” E. Burnett, in CA

CLICK THE IMAGE ABOVE to WATCH THE BOOK TRAILER!
Fans of Supernatural, The Queen's Gambit and old school Buffy: The
Vampire Slayer will love Hidden City. The cast of diverse, honest
characters bring coming of age heart to paranormal action/ adventure.
Readers say Hidden City satis es and "totally delivers!" A suspenseful dip
into the supernatural world underlying the reality we see every day,
Hidden City's fresh, clear voice is both compelling and page-turning.

“Vividly written and a total delight!”~ Carolyn K.
STORY SYNOPSIS
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AUTHOR LINKS
Indie Writer’s Collective Interview
INTERVIEW #IndieSpotlight

TVBrittany Interview Article
Author chat with Crossroad Reviews
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When Stacy Goldman, a teenage chess champion moves from NYC to
Richmond, Virginia in the wake of 9/11, she enrolls in the academically
aggressive St. Ignatius Prep in order to graduate early and get home to New
York. The only Jewish girl at St. Ig's, Stacy falls in with two other outsiders,
Finder, the only Black girl and owner of the highest GPA in school and her
white boyfriend, Tully, a vegetarian fencer and rugby star with a secret even
Finder doesn’t know.
After Stacy interrupts a strange attack outside a diner, Finder & Tully reveal
Richmond’s biggest secret - the city is home to a supernatural subculture run
by a monster as old as the city itself. Ruled by logic and strategy, but having
seen something she can’t explain, Stacy struggles with what is real and what
is not, including her own faith.
When an alleged supernatural creature comes to Stacy needing help to
defend himself and his unnatural offspring from the city's cruel and
manipulative vampire leader, she employs her undeniable chess prowess
and must discover her own untapped belief in the unimaginable to save not
only his life but those of herself and her friends.

READ THE FREDERICKSBURG FREE LANCE STAR REVIEW HERE
READ BEST BOOKS FOR ROAD TRIPS FOX 31 DENVER REVIEW
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FAN ART CONTEST

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: January 31, 2021
WINNERS’ WORK WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE FIRST EDITION PAPERBACK OF
HIDDEN CITY: The Unimaginables, Book 1!

TO ENTER:
Create an original work of visual
art showing your favorite moment
or character in Hidden City! Email
a SCAN, photograph or digital
image of your artwork. DO NOT
send the ORIGINAL copy of your
artwork. Include all artist names,
ages, & locations in your email
submission. Please include artwork
title, materials used and artwork
size in inches (ex.12x24).
This is a VISUAL ART contest and
only Visual Art submissions will be
accepted. ANY MEDIUM qualifies
for entry! Fine art, illustration,
digital art, graphic design,
sculpture, street chalk,
photography, mural, & community
art or whatever you can create. You
may submit as a solo artist or
group.
Please include a max. 50 word
description of the character(s) or
scene(s) inspiring your work.. Email
hiddencitycontest@gmail.com for
full rules and information.

SUBMIT ALL ENTRIES
by 1/31/21. Email to:
hiddencitycontest@gmail.com
CONTEST is OPEN to
ALL artists ages 12-19.
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Follow the author on
IG @iamjenfurlong

Hidden City: The
Unimaginables, Book 1
is available on Amazon
or at your school
library.

Homeschool groups can
receive library copies by
emailing the contest address.
Winners will be selected by a
panel of professional artists, art
curators and the author.

All submissions waive their right to
any royalties from book
publication and agree to allow
their work to be published under
their own name as artists in the
paperback copy of Hidden City:
The Unimaginable, Book 1.
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READ FULL KIRKUS REVIEW

Genre: Young Adult Fiction, Young Adult Fantasy,
Paranormal Adventure, Urban Fantasy
Ages: 12-18

Grades: 6-12

Keywords: Vampires; Coming-of-age; Richmond;
New York City; Chess,, Action; Adventure; Jewish.

EMAIL OR CALL TO SCHEDULE A SIGNING
OR AUTHOR EVENT
info@mpcpublishing.com 540-446-9200

